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There is a family (Hk) of graphs such that Hk has order (1+o(1))(- 2e) k2k2
but has no clique or stable set of order k. This result of Spencer provides the best
known lower bound for the diagonal Ramsey numbers R(k, k). Here we see that the
graphs Hk can be taken to be regular, self-complementary, and pseudo-random.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Let R(k, k) denote the smallest integer n such that every graph on n
vertices contains a clique or a stable set on k vertices. The numbers R(k, k)
are the diagonal Ramsey numbers. The currently best known bounds for
R(k, k) are (cf. [3, 4])
(1+o(1)) }
- 2
e
k2k2R(k, k)eO(- ln k)
4k
k
. (1)
The results showing the lower bound may rephrased as follows.
Theorem 1. There exists a family (Hk : k=1, 2, ...) of graphs such that
(a) :(Kk)<k, |(Hk)<k, and
(b) |V(Hk)|=(1+o(1)) } (- 2e) k2k2.
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There is much interest in constructing such graphs (see, for example,
[1]), but we do not consider this (difficult) problem here. In this note we
show that the family (Hk) may be ``tidied up.''
Theorem 2. There exists a family (Hk : k=1, 2, ...) of quasi-random,
regular, self-complementary graphs such that
(a) :(Hk)=|(Hk)<k, and
(b) |V(Hk)|=(1+o(1)) } (- 2e) k2k2.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 consists of three parts. First, we
describe a construction which maps a graph G on n vertices to a regular
and self-complementary graph H(G) on 4n+1 vertices. Second, we deduce
which properties a graph G must have in order that H(G) is quasi-random
and has clique- and stability-number at most k. Third, we show that graphs
G satisfying all these properties simultaneously do in fact exist.
Construction of the Graph H(G ). Let G=(Vn , E ) be an arbitrary graph
on n vertices. With respect to G we define a bipartite graph B=B(G ) with
each ``part'' a copy of Vn by connecting two vertices u and v from different
parts by an edge in B if and only if [u, v] is an edge in G. Also, let B
denote the ``bipartite complement'' of B; that is, B is the bipartite graph
with the same parts as B such that two vertices from different parts are
adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent in B.
The graph H(G) is now constructed as follows. We take two copies of G
and two copies of the complementary graph G , all pairwise disjoint, and
connect them by the bipartite graphs B and B , as indicated in Fig. 1. In
addition we take an extra vertex v0 and connect it to all vertices in the two
copies of G .
The regularity of H=H(G ) is easily verified by observing that every ver-
tex v in one of the copies of G has degree
dH (v)=dG(v)+dB(v)+2dB (v)=dG(v)+dB(v)+2(n&dB(v))=2n
and that, similarly, every vertex v$ in one of the copies of G has degree
dH (v$)=dG (v$)+2dB(v$)+dB (v$)+1
=n&1&dG(v$)+2dB(v$)+n&dB(v$)+1=2n.
We show that H is self-complementary by exhibiting a bijection _
of the vertex set of H onto itself such that [u, v] # E(H ) if and only if
[_(u), _(v)]  E(H ). Such a function _ is obtained by mapping every vertex
of the upper (lower) copy of G to the corresponding vertex in the lower
(upper) copy of G , every vertex of the upper (lower) copy of G to the
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Fig. 1. Construction of the graph H(G ).
corresponding vertex in the upper (lower) copy of G, and mapping v0 onto
itself. It is straightforward to check that this function is as required.
Required Properties of the Graphs G. Let G=(Vn , E ) be an arbitrary
graph. We say that G contains a P4 -structure on k vertices, if there exist
pairwise disjoint vertex sets S1 , S2 , S3 , and S4 such that
|S1 _ S2 _ S3 _ S4 |=k and such that the subgraph of G induced by
S1 _ S2 _ S3 _ S4 contains exactly all possible edges contained completely
in S1 or S4 and all edges between Si and Si+1 for i=1, 2, 3. In addition we
say that G contains a P2-structure on k vertices if and only if it contains
a P4 -structure on k vertices with S1=S4=<.
Consider now the graph H(G ) obtained from G by the above construc-
tion. One easily checks that H(G ) contains a clique of size k if and only if
G contains either a P4-structure on k vertices and a P2 -structure on k&1
vertices. So, in order that H(G ) has no clique (and hence no stable set) of
size k we just have to ensure that G contains no P4-structure on k vertices
and no P2-structure on k&1 vertices.
Now consider quasi-randomness. We shall use the notation
}(G )=maxXV(G) |e(X )& 12(
|X|
2 )|. There are several (equivalent) conditions
for a family G of graphs to be quasi-random (cf., e.g., [2]). One of these
is that if G # G has n vertices then }(G )=o(n2). We claim that the family
H=[H(G ) | G # G] is quasi-random whenever G is. We show this by
proving that if G=(V, E ) has n vertices and H=H(G) then }(H )
4n+52}(G ).
Observe first that for every graph G we have }(G)=}(G ) and that for
any two disjoint vertex sets A and B we have
|eG(A, B)& 12 |A| |B| |
= }e(A _ B)&\ |A _ B|2 +&e(A)+\
|A|
2 +&e(B)+\
|B|
2 +}
3}(G ).
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Similarly, we obtain that for two (not necessarily disjoint) sets C and D of
vertices of G the graph B=B(G ) satisfies
|eB(C, D)& 12 |C| |D| |= }eG(C, D"C)& 12 |C| |D"C|+eG(C"D, C & D)
& 12 |C"D| |C & D|+2eG(C & D)
&\ |C & D|2 +& 12 |C & D| }
8}(G )+n2.
Consider now an arbitrary subset X of V(H )"[v0]. Let X1 , X2 , X3 , and
X4 denote the part of X in the upper copy of G, the lower copy of G, the
lower copy of G , and the upper copy of G , respectively. Furthermore, let
X i$ denote the set of vertices in the upper copy of G corresponding to the
vertices in Xi . Then with I1=[(1, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)] and I2=[(1, 2), (1, 4),
(2, 3)]:
} eH(X )& 12 \ |X|2 +}= } :
2
i=1 _eG(X i$)&
1
2 \ |X i$ |2 +&+ :
4
i=3 _eG (X i$)&
1
2 \ |X i$ |2 +&
+ :
(i, j ) # I1
[eB(X i$ , X j$)& 12 |X i$ | |X j$ |]
+ :
(i, j ) # I2
[eB (X i$ , X j$)& 12 |X i$ | |X j$ |]}
4}(G )+6(8}(G )+n2)
and
} eH(X _ [v0])& 12 \ |X|+12 +}
 }eH(X )& 12 \ |X|2 +}+|eH(v0 , X )& 12|X| |
= }eH(X )& 12 \ |X|2 +}+ 12 | |X3 |+|X4 |&|X1 |&|X2 | |
3n+52}(G )+n,
which yields the desired bound of }(H ).
Existence of the Desired Graphs G. We need to show the existence of
graphs Gk on n=(1+o(1)) } (- 24e) k2k2 many vertices which satisfy
}(Gk)=o(n2) (i.e., the condition for quasi-randomness) and which contain
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neither a P4-structure on k vertices nor a P2-structure on k&1 vertices.
We will do this by considering a random graph with edge probability 12 on
n vertices. More precisely, we will show that the probability that Gn, 12
contains neither a P4 -structure on k vertices nor P2-structure on k&1
vertices is much larger than the probability that the graph is not quasi-
random. Clearly, this then concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
To bound the first probability we use the symmetric form of the Lova sz
local lemma (cf., e.g., [1]):
Let E1 , ..., En be events in an arbitrary probability space and suppose that
each event Ei is mutually independent of all but at most d of the other events,
and that Prob[Ei] p for all events Ei . Then ep(d+1)1 implies
Prob[ni=1 E i]>e
&nd.
Let C be the collection of all subsets of Vn of size k or k&1, so that
|C|=( nk)+(
n
k&1)=(
n+1
k )=nk , say. For each k-set A # C let EA be the event
that A can be partitioned to form a P4 -structure; then Prob[EA]
4k2
&( k2)=pk , say. Similarly, for each (k&1)-set A # C let EA be the event
that A can be partitioned to form a P2 -structure; then Prob[EA]
2k&12
&( k&12 ) pk .
For each set A # C, the number of sets B # C sharing at least two vertices
with A is at most ( k2)[(
n&2
k&2)+(
n&2
k&3)]=(
k
2)(
n&1
k&2)=dk , say; and EA is
independent of all other events EB . Further, for suitable
n=(1+o(1)) } (- 24e) k2k2 we find that pk dk=o(1). Hence by the local
lemma, the probability that Gn, 12 contains no P4-structure on k vertices
and no P2-structure on k&1 vertices is at least e&nk dke&3n
2 k4e&2k k2,
for k sufficiently large.
Now consider the probability that Gn, 12 is not quasi-random. For
SVn consider the event that the subgraph induced by S contains either
more than 12(
|S|
2 )+n
2log n edges or less than 12(
|S|
2 )&n
2log n edges. The
probability of this events equals the probability that the absolute value of
the sum of ( |S|2 ) independent random variables, taking on values &1 and
+1 with probability 12 each, exceeds 2n
2log n. This probability is known to
be at most 2e&4n4((log n)2 |S|2) (see, for example, Corollary A.2 in [1]). There-
fore, for n=(1+o(1)) } (- 24e) k2k2 we get
Prob[Gn, 12 is not quasi-random] :
SVn
2e&4n4((log n)2 |S|2)
2n+1 } e&4n2(log n)2
e&2k5
for k sufficiently large. K
For off-diagonal Ramsey numbers and related quantities there may be
similar ``tidied'' versions of known lower bound results. Consider, for example,
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R(k, 3). Can we find a family (Hk) of regular graphs with :(Hk)<k,
|(Hk)<3, and with |V(Hk)| as large as the best known lower bound for
R(k, 3) ?
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